Web Design 12

HTML Project: Website

mrkam.ca

(60 marks)

For this assignment, you will be creating a 5‐page website based on a topic of your choice and upon the
teacher’s approval. The purpose of the website is to demonstrate your learning and best work to date.
Students in past years have elected to create a "fan site" based on a topic that they are passionate about.
Criteria:
Note: Criteria in bold must be satisfied in order to pass.
HTML and CSS
 Website must have at least 5 HTML pages.
 HTML and CSS must be hand coded (i.e. without the aid of WYSIWYG editors).
 HTML and CSS must be original (i.e. not downloaded or modified from
templates). Exception: students may modify HTML05.zip as desired.
 Standard HTML 4.01 tags are used.
 No deprecated HTML 4.01 tags are used.
 Major problems are addressed when running HTML validator.
 CSS files contain all the required formatting (i.e. CSS does not appear in HTML).
Written Communication
 Text must be written in English (or translated to English).
 School‐appropriate language (and graphics) must be used.
 Text is free of spelling and grammatical errors.
 Point form is acceptable where it deems fit.
 Writing style is appropriate for intended audience.
 References are provided (in APA or MLA format).
Graphics, Color Scheme and Layout
 Graphics load properly and are proportional.
 Graphics uses transparency when needed.
 Color scheme and layout create strong sense of visual appeal.
 Graphics and text are effectively laid out.
 Layout is consistent from page to page.
 Embedded content such as YouTube video is optional.
File Size, Names and Locations
 Homepage is saved as index.html.
 File Size: All files including graphics need to be less than 512 kb.
 File Names: All files need have logical names and be in lowercase
(e.g. background.png rather than randomFilename012345.png).
 File Locations: Website is located at http://mrkam.ca/web12/you/htmlsite.
o HTML files are saved in root folder (/).
o Hyperlinks are locally referenced (i.e. relative, not absolute reference).
o CSS files are saved in styles folder (/styles).
o Image files (.png and .jpg) are saved in images folder (/images).
o Delete other files that do not belong on the website.
Browsing Experience
 Design for 1024 x 768 resolution.
 Compatible with Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome.
 Hyperlinks work and redirect to the correct location.
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Total Mark
/ 60
Note: It is strongly recommended that you look at past examples before starting. It is also expected that you
cite your work, including images, in your references at the bottom of each page.
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